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performance, the call was raised to discover other factors to 
explain it: “Let the quest for the missing risk factor(s) begin!”

Risk factors, especially the big four (market, size, value, and 
momentum) have been adopted by many investment practi-
tioners and finance academics as the basic principal compo-
nents used to explain portfolio performance. Once it has been 
established that a portfolio’s relative performance is explained 
by, say, the presence of size and value factors, then no further 
explanation is thought to be necessary or even possible, 
because the factors cannot be further broken down.

So prevalent has this mindset become that if the performance 
of a portfolio cannot be explained by these four factors, then 
this is thought to indicate the presence of some yet-to-be-
discovered factor or the similarly elusive dark-matter of man-
ager skill. Factors are the ‘atoms’ of attribution, the ultimate 
particles of portfolio performance.

But of course, it is well-known that scientists of the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries demonstrated that the 
atom was not the ultimate, indivisible particle of matter—it 
could be further decomposed providing one had the right 
detection equipment.

This article does not set out to discover the “missing” factor 
sought by Arnott et al. (2013), but we will instead propose an 
alternative, scientific decomposition for the results observed in 
that paper. Furthermore, this decomposition is universally 
applicable to all portfolios. We repeat a representative sample 
of the experiments conducted in Arnott et al. (2013) and we 
explain the results using simple methods first introduced by 
Fernholz and Shay (1982). The detection equipment used in 
this case is just mathematics, and the particular lens applied is 
that of stochastic portfolio theory.

It has long been known in this field that the capitalization-
weighted portfolio is relatively easy to outperform. Based on 
these same methods, precisely structured “naïve” portfolios that 
systematically outperform capitalization-weighted benchmarks 

ABSTRACT

It has been widely observed that capitalization-weighted 
indexes can be beaten by surprisingly simple, system-
atic investment strategies. Indeed, in the U.S. stock mar-

ket, equal-weighted portfolios, random-weighted portfolios, 
and other naïve, non-optimized portfolios tend to outperform 
a capitalization-weighted index over the long term. This out-
performance is generally attributed to beneficial factor expo-
sures. Here, we provide a deeper, more general explanation of 
this phenomenon by decomposing portfolio log-returns into 
an average growth and an excess growth component. Using a 
rank-based empirical study we argue that the excess growth 
component plays the major role in explaining the outperfor-
mance of naïve portfolios. In particular, individual stock growth 
rates are not as critical as is traditionally assumed.

INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 2013 a paper published in the Journal of 
Portfolio Management entitled “The Surprising Alpha from 
Malkiel’s Monkey and Upside-Down Strategies,” by Rob 
Arnott, Jason Hsu, Vitali Kalesnik, and Phil Tindall, observed 
that in the U.S. and global stock markets equal-weighted port-
folios, random-weighted portfolios, and other naïve, non-
optimized portfolios tend to outperform a capitalization- 
weighted index in the long run. This was a prominent paper 
that attracted a good deal of attention at the time in both the 
trade and the popular press, and it won the 2013 Bernstein 
Fabozzi/Jacobs Levy Award for Outstanding Paper in the 
Journal of Portfolio Management.

The apparent fact that the cap-weighted index could be beaten 
so easily was characterized by the authors as “surprising,” “per-
plexing,” “paradoxical,” and a “puzzle,” and the paper offered by 
way of explanation two main lessons: (1) the investment thesis 
underlying the various different portfolios examined was not 
responsible for the observed outperformance; and (2) all the 
portfolios displayed significant size and value factor biases that 
were credited with explaining most of the outperformance. In 
the small number of cases for which the extended four-factor 
risk model was not sufficient to explain all of the observed out-
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were introduced in the 1990s with Fernholz et al. (1998). The 
theory behind all these methods was reviewed in Fernholz 
(2002) and more current presentations can be found in Fernholz 
and Karatzas (2009), and Karatzas and Ruf (2017).

A REVIEW OF SOME BASIC CONCEPTS
Before describing our experiment and its results, it will be 
important to review and define various basic concepts that will 
be crucial to understanding and interpreting these results.

We will be examining and attempting to account for the returns 
of various different portfolios, so it is important first of all to 
know exactly what we mean when we talk about return, and 
what kind of return we are talking about. This may seem trivial, 
but ultimately it will bring to light an important aspect of the 
long-term performance of portfolios.

The classical definition of the return on an investment is simply 
the difference between the final value and the initial value, 
divided by the initial value:

(2002) and more current presentations can be found in Fernholz and Karatzas (2009), and

Karatzas and Ruf (2017).

2 A review of some basic concepts

Before describing our experiment and its results, it will be important to review and define

various basic concepts that will be crucial to understanding and interpreting these results.

As we will be examining and attempting to account for the returns of various different

portfolios it is important first of all to know exactly what we mean when we talk about

return, and what kind of return we are talking about. This may seem trivial but it will

ultimately bring to light an important aspect of the long term returns of portfolios.

The classical definition of the return on an investment is simply the difference between

the final value and the initial value, divided by the initial value:

return �
final value − initial value

initial value
.

This calculation is fine for a single-period return but suppose we wish to calculate the

average annual return of an investment over several years. Suppose that over N years, a

stock has annual returns of r1, r2, . . . , rN . There are several common methods for calculating

this and they all have different characteristics:

1. Arithmetic average return: This is simply calculated as the sum of all the annual

returns, divided by the number of years:

1

N

(
(1 + r1) + · · ·+ (1 + rN)

)
− 1.

This form of return is widely used in Modern Portfolio Theory and is compatible with

the linear models used to calculate the Sharpe ratio and beta. It is, however, upward-

biased as an estimator of expected long-term growth and can lead to absurd estimates

in some cases. For example consider the case when a +100% return one year is followed

by a -50% return the following year. Here the average arithmetic return over the two-

year period is 25%, whereas in reality such an investment would have zero growth over

the two years.

2. Geometric average return: For a period of N years, this is calculated as the N -th root

of the product of the annual returns:

N
√

(1 + r1)× · · · × (1 + rN)− 1.
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3This form of return may be the most common method in prac-
tice. It helps to avoid the absurd results apparent in the exam-
ple of arithmetic average returns given above, and this gives 
the method a somewhat scientific gloss. Unfortunately, the  

geometric return is awkward to work with, compatible with  
neither the Sharpe ratio nor beta, and it too is upward-biased 
as an estimator of expected long-term performance.

Logarithmic average return: This is calculated simply as the 
sum of the logarithms of the annual returns, divided by the 
number of years:

This form of return may be the most common method in practice. It helps to avoid

the absurd results apparent in the example of arithmetic average returns given above,

and this gives the method a somewhat scientific gloss. Unfortunately the geometric

return is awkward to work with, compatible with neither the Sharpe ratio nor beta,

and it too is upward-biased as an estimator of expected long-term growth.

3. Logarithmic average return: This is calculated simply as the sum of the logarithms of

the annual returns, divided by the number of years:

1

N

(
log(1 + r1) + · · ·+ log(1 + rN)

)
.

Logarithmic return is used in Stochastic Portfolio Theory and is the only one of these

three alternative measures of average return that is unbiased as an estimator of ex-

pected long term growth.

It can be seen from these definitions that1

arithmetic return ≥ geometric return ≥ logarithmic return.

For the remainder of this paper we shall concentrate on arithmetic and logarithmic re-

turns, and shall refer to arithmetic return simply as ‘return’ and logarithmic return as

‘log-return’.

3 The relationship between return and log-return

For any single stock there is a now well-known relationship between the return of the stock

and its log-return as follows:2

log-return of stock ≈ return of stock− variance of return

2
.

In other words the log-return of the stock is approximately equal to its arithmetic return less

half its variance. This latter term is often referred to as the ‘volatility drag’, the negative

impact on a stock’s long term compound growth arising from its volatility. This was noticed

in Fernholz and Shay (1982).

1Mathematically, these inequalities can be proven via an application of Jensen’s inequality.
2For a more detailed discussion and derivation of this relationship see Appendix A, ‘The dynamics of

arithmetic return and log-return’.
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In other words, the log-return of the stock is approximately 
equal to its arithmetic return less half its variance. This latter 
term is often referred to as the ‘volatility drag,’ the negative 
impact on a stock’s long-term compound growth arising from 
its volatility. This was noticed in Fernholz and Shay (1982).

PORTFOLIO RETURN AND LOG-RETURN
Until now we have been considering the relationship between 
different measures of return for single stocks. We shall now 
apply this to portfolios.

As one might expect, the return of a portfolio over a single period 
is simply the weighted average return of all the stocks making up 
the portfolio. This was first formalized in Markowitz (1952); how-
ever, the same does not apply for a portfolio’s log-return.3

When applying the relationship between return and log-return 
for a single stock, given above, to a portfolio that comprises 
multiple stocks, it emerges that the log-return of a portfolio is 
not simply the weighted average log-return of its constituents—
remarkably it is actually greater than that. In fact, a portfolio’s 
log-return is the sum of two components:

4 Portfolio return and log-return

Until now we have been considering the relationship between different measures of return

for single stocks. We shall now apply this to portfolios.

As one might expect, the return of a portfolio over a single period is simply the weighted

average return of all the stocks making up the portfolio. This was first formalised in

Markowitz (1952), however the same does not apply for a portfolio’s log-return.3

When applying the relationship between return and log-return for a single stock, given

in the previous section, to a portfolio comprised of multiple stocks, it emerges that the

log-return of a portfolio is not simply the weighted average log return of its constituents –

remarkably it is actually greater than that:

portfolio log-return = weighted average stock log-return + excess growth rate.

The amount by which a portfolio’s log-return exceeds that of its stocks is known in the

literature of Stochastic Portfolio Theory as a portfolio’s excess growth rate, and was first

noted in Fernholz and Shay (1982).

The excess growth rate (EGR) itself is simply defined as follows:

EGR =
weighted average stock variance− portfolio variance

2
.

For practical purposes, given the above definitions, it can be seen that the excess growth

rate is an important component of a portfolio’s log-return. It measures the positive boost

to a portfolio’s long-term return that arises from the extent to which the volatility of the

portfolio is less than that of its constituent stocks. That is to say, it represents the boost to

return that arises from the efficacy of diversification.

Importantly it can even be shown that this quantity cannot be negative for a long-only

portfolio (see Fernholz (2002)). It is also clear to see that the excess growth rate will be

higher for portfolios of volatile stocks with low correlations. If all else is equal, a higher

excess growth rate will increase the long-term growth of a portfolio.

3For a more mathematical discussion of the results in this section, see Appendix B, ‘Portfolio return and

log-return – the mathematics’.
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We can now use this natural decomposition to estimate the 
expected log-returns of portfolios. For convenience we shall 
refer to the weighted average stock log-return as the average 
growth component, and the excess growth rate as the excess 
growth component.

The excess growth component can be estimated relatively eas-
ily because its value depends only on variances, or relative vari-
ances, which are not difficult to determine in practice.

The average growth component, however, is more difficult to 
estimate. As most aspiring stock-pickers will testify, the 
expected returns or log-returns of individual stocks are difficult 
to estimate with any accuracy, and this has been known in the 
literature since at least Sharpe (1964). Fortunately, in the case 
of our proposed experiment, we do not need to estimate the 
individual expected log-returns of the individual stocks.

Because we are considering naïve strategies for the top 1,000 
stocks, where the portfolio weights are assigned essentially at 
random and not picked by a stock-picker, the stock’s rank, in 
terms of its market capitalization, is more important to us than 
its name. We therefore can use rank-based methods to deter-
mine the value of the average growth component. We do this 

by measuring the average rank-based log-return (the average 
log-return over time associated with whichever stock is occupy-
ing a given rank in the largest 1,000 stocks), without consider-
ing stocks individually by name (see Fernholz 2002).4

In order to perform this calculation, we selected the 1,000 larg-
est stocks by market capitalization on every trading day from 
1964 to 2012, and ranked them in order of size, largest to 
smallest. We then measured the log-returns of the stocks at 
each rank on each trading day and computed the daily average 
for each of the 1,000 ranks, which finally was annualized by 
multiplying by 250.

The results of this analysis are demonstrated in figure 1.

The slightly downward-sloping line in figure 1 is a least-
squares fit of all the points. Its slope is around -0.00001 ± 
0.00001 (two standard errors). This would seem to indicate that 
there is not much difference between the ranked stock growth 
rates, which implies that the portfolio’s expected average 
growth component should be about the same for all naïve  
portfolios. If it were the case, for example, that smaller stocks 
do indeed have higher long-term returns, then we would 
expect the line to be upward-sloping, which it manifestly  
is not.

Given this result, it follows that any variation among the  
log-returns of different portfolios will depend largely on the  
differences in their respective excess growth components. 
Furthermore, because the excess growth component depends 
only on variances, we can conclude that the differences 
between the log-returns of naïve portfolios will depend only  
on variances and covariances.

If we now look at stocks’ variances by rank, rather than returns, 
we see a very different picture. Figure 2 confirms that smaller 
stocks tend to have a larger variance, and because we have just 
established that a higher variance leads to a higher excess growth 
component, this would lead us to expect that portfolios that are 
more diversified into smaller stocks will have a higher return.

However, this explanation of the outperformance of smaller-
stock portfolios is very much at odds with conventional  

The excess growth component can be 
estimated relatively easily because its value 
depends only on variances, or relative 
variances, which are not difficult to 
determine in practice.
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Figure 
1

Figure 
2

ESTIMATED RANK-BASED LOG-RETURNS FOR TOP 1,000 U.S. STOCKS (1964–2012) 

ANNUAL VARIANCE BY MARKET CAPITALIZATION RANK FOR TOP 1,000 U.S. STOCKS (1964–2012)

Each trading day, the 1,000 largest stocks (measured in terms of market capitalization) are selected and ranked from the largest to the smallest. Then the log-returns of the k-largest 
stocks each day are averaged, yielding 1,000 different averages. These averages are then annualized by multiplying them by 250. Figure 1 contains these averages of log-returns, 
plotted against the corresponding rank. The slightly decreasing line is a least-squares fit of these points. Its slope is around −0.00001 ± 0.00001 (two standard errors). See appendix D 
for a description of the data.

As in figure 1, the 1,000 largest stocks are ranked from the largest to the smallest each trading day. Then the sample variance of the log-returns of the k-largest stocks each day is comput-
ed and annualized. Figure 2 contains these sample variances of log-returns, plotted against the corresponding rank. The green line is a smoothed version based on the LOWESS smoother 
with 5 percent of data used.
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These five buy-and-hold strategies begin each one-year 
period with the following weights:

1. Capitalization-weighted (CW): stock weights proportional 
to their market capitalization.

2. Equal-weighted (EW): weight of each stock = 1/1,000.
3. Large-overweighted (LO): stock weights proportional to the 

square of their market capitalization.
4. Random-weighted (RW): weights proportional to [0, 1]—

uniformly distributed random variables.
5. Inverse-random-weighted (IRW): weights proportional to 

the reciprocals of [0, 1]—uniformly distributed random 
variables.

All weights are always normalized to sum to 1.

The capitalization-weighted strategy corresponds to holding 
the market.

The equal-weighted strategy splits the capital at the beginning 
of each one-year period equally among whatever the top 1,000 
names are at that point in time.

The large-overweighted strategy is not tested by Arnott et al. 
(2013). This strategy puts a higher proportion than the index 
into the larger stocks and a smaller proportion into the smaller 
stocks.5 This portfolio is even less diversified than the 
capitalization-weighted portfolio, and according to our thesis 
we therefore would expect it to underperform the market; that 
is, to have negative excess return by virtue of its lower excess 
growth component.

The random-weighted and inverse-random-weighted strate-
gies are our version of the “monkey” and “upside-down” portfo-
lios in Arnott et al. (2013).

To avoid exposure to random draws, we simulate 1,000 such 
portfolios and report the median values in table 1.

Each of the five columns in table 1 corresponds to one of the 
five strategies described above. We show the total logarithmic 
return for each strategy and then decompose the total return 
into the two components we have discussed extensively in this 
paper: the average growth component and the excess growth 
component. In all cases we show both the absolute values as 
well as the relative values compared to those of the cap-
weighted portfolio. Finally, we show the arithmetic absolute 
and relative returns, the standard deviation of the arithmetic 
returns, and the associated Sharpe ratios.

The equal-weighted, random-weighted, and inverse-random-
weighted portfolios all outperform the capitalization-weighted 
portfolio. The large-overweighted strategy, on the other  
hand, underperforms. These results are consistent with our 

wisdom. In traditional finance, given the assumed positive rela-
tionship between risk and return, smaller stocks are expected to 
have higher returns as compensation for their increased riski-
ness. These higher expected returns for smaller stocks translate 
into higher expected returns for portfolios that comprise these 
smaller stocks.

This may be true for single-period arithmetic returns, but as 
long-term investors we should care about log-returns. We 
already have demonstrated in figure 1 that the log-returns of 
the smaller stocks are not, in fact, higher. So, when viewed 
through the lens of stochastic portfolio theory, it becomes clear 
that the observed outperformance of small-stock portfolios is 
not due to higher long-term returns of the small stocks them-
selves but to a higher portfolio excess growth rate.

THE EXPERIMENTS
Arnott et al. (2013) test several naïve, non-optimized portfolio 
strategies versus a capitalization-weighted benchmark of the 
largest 1,000 U.S. stocks during 1964–2012. All these strate-
gies have a higher return than the benchmark, and most have a 
higher Sharpe ratio.

It is well-known that capitalization-weighted portfolios are not 
particularly well-diversified—too much weight is concentrated 
into the largest stocks. All of the naïve strategies have more 
diversification into the smaller stocks than the capitalization-
weighted index.

Importantly, this greater diversification into the smaller stocks 
is not likely to affect the average growth component much. As 
we have seen in figure 1, the growth rates are about the same 
for the top 1,000 stocks. In other words, the naïve strategies’ 
outperformance is not due to higher long-term returns of the 
smaller stocks. However, the greater diversification is likely to 
increase the portfolio’s excess growth component, because both 
improved diversification and higher stock volatility increase 
excess growth.

To see what actually happens we run an experiment on the larg-
est 1,000 U.S. stocks using overlapping one-year periods start-
ing each month during 1964–2012, quite similar in spirit to the 
experiment of Arnott et al. (2013).

More precisely, at the beginning of each month we choose the 
largest 1,000 U.S. stocks and use their one-year returns over 
the following year to compute the returns of the various strate-
gies described below. Altogether there are 5,384 different 
stocks which were, at the beginning of some month during this 
forty-nine-year period, among the top 1,000 stocks by market 
capitalization in the United States.

We do not replicate all the strategies tested by Arnott et al. 
(2013), but instead choose five representative naïve strategies. 
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growth component, which depends only on stocks’ variances and 
covariances.

Studying the performance of several different trading strate-
gies, some more diversified and some less diversified than the 
capitalization-weighted portfolio, confirmed these insights.  
In general, the more-diversified portfolios outperform and the 
single less-diversified portfolio underperforms, because the 
more-diversified portfolios have a higher excess growth rate. 
This arises from the higher variances associated with the 
smaller stock exposure in these more-diversified portfolios, 
and not because such stocks have inherently higher returns. 
This higher excess growth rate, in turn, increases the portfolios’ 
logarithmic returns.

All in all, this helps to explain the “surprising” alpha found by 
Arnott et al. (2013) in a variety of strategies, without the need 
to invoke factors. 
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understanding that the first three strategies have greater diver-
sification than the index and the latter is less well-diversified.

Importantly, we also note that most of the differences in the 
strategies’ returns can be explained by differences in the excess 
growth component. Indeed, the differences in the average stock 
growth component are of a much lesser magnitude, which is 
consistent with the analysis in figure 1, which shows that the 
average individual stock growth rates are essentially the same.

CONCLUSION
The outperformance of a range of different strategies of the 
type presented in Arnott et al. (2013) can be explained using 
concepts from stochastic portfolio theory.

The logarithmic return of a portfolio can be decomposed  
into two elements. The first term represents the weighted  
average of the logarithmic returns of the stocks. The second 
term measures the excess growth, the additional component  
of portfolio return arising from the benefits of diversification. 
This term depends only on the variances and covariances  
of the portfolio’s constituents, and it is larger for more-
diversified portfolios.

Taking a rank-based view of stock returns, we argued empiri-
cally that the contribution of the weighted average of the loga-
rithmic stock returns is approximately the same for all portfolios. 
What varies much more from portfolio to portfolio is the excess 

SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENT OUTCOMES
CW (%) EW (%) LO (%) RW (%) IRW (%)

Total log−return 9.12 10.98 7.46 10.98 10.46

relative to capitalization−weighted index 1.86 −1.66 1.86 1.34

Average growth component 5.57 5.64 5.36 5.65 5.67

relative to capitalization−weighted index 0.07 −0.21 0.08 0.10

Excess growth component 3.87 5.82 2.19 5.82 5.18

relative to capitalization−weighted index 1.95 −1.68 1.95 1.31

Total arithmetic return 10.97 13.33 9.15 13.33 13.34

relative to capitalization−weighted index 2.36 −1.82 2.36 2.37

Standard deviation 17.07 19.14 16.90 19.07 22.35

Sharpe ratio 0.29 0.38 0.18 0.38 0.32
Here, the five columns correspond to the following five strategies, described in the text: CW = capitalization-weighted, EW = equal-weighted, LO = large-overweighted, RW = random-weighted, 
IRW = inverse-random-weighted. These strategies are applied to the largest 1,000 U.S. stocks (at that point of time), month-by-month, during 1964−2012, using overlapping one-year periods.  
At the beginning of each period the weights are fixed and not changed over the whole year. The average growth component and the excess growth component are described above at the  
beginning of the Estimation of Expected Portfolio Log-Return section6; moreover, the standard deviations of the arithmetic returns are provided.7

Table 
1
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according to Markowitz (1952). The analogous equation for the portfolio log-return is

d logZπ(t) =
n∑

i=1

πi(t)d logXi(t) + γ∗
π(t)dt, (B.1)

where γ∗
π(t) denotes the excess growth rate (EGR) process of the portfolio. More precisely,

if we denote the portfolio variance rate process by σ2
π(t), then we have

d logZπ(t) =
dZπ(t)
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. (B.2)

This equality corresponds to the last display in Section 3.

C Estimation of expected portfolio log-return with a

rank-based stock analysis – the mathematics

We shall use the notation of Appendix B. For the interval [0, T ], (B.1) yields

portfolio log-return =

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

πi(t) d logXi(t) +

∫ T

0

γ∗
π(t)dt = Aπ(T ) + Γπ(T )

where

Aπ(T ) =

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

πi(t) d logXi(t)

is called the average growth component, representing the weighted average growth rate of

the stocks in the portfolio, and

Γπ(T ) =

∫ T

0

γ∗
π(t)dt

14
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This equality corresponds to the last display in the “Portfolio 
Return and Log-Return” section.

APPENDIX C: ESTIMATION OF EXPECTED 
PORTFOLIO LOG-RETURN WITH A RANK-BASED 
STOCK ANALYSIS—THE MATHEMATICS
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14is called the excess growth component.

To mathematically describe the rank-based method, which is 
used to determine the value of the average growth component, 
let rt(i) be the rank of Xi(t). That is, if i corresponds to the com-
pany with the largest capitalization at time t, then rt(i) = 1. 
Similarly, if i is the k-largest company at time t, we have  
rt(i) = k. This notation allows us to define the average rank-
based growth rates gk over [0, T ] by

 (C.1)
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In a stable system the time-averaged value is equal to the expected value, so that
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or
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grt(i)]dt.

The definition in (C.1) can be used directly to estimate the values of the gk, and these

estimated values for the period from 1964 to 2012 appear in Figure 1 above.

Since the values seem to be roughly the same we shall assume, for the moment, that

gk = g, which then yields
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We can now use these values of gk to estimate the expected average growth component

over the period studied. Indeed,
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=

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

E
[
πi(t)

]
gdt, (C.3)

where the approximate equality in (C.2) is justified by the fact that π is näıve, and hence the

the weight πi(t) and the return on the weight d logXi(t) should be independent. If this were

a portfolio constructed by a skilled stock picker, then we would expect a positive correlation

between these two quantities. From Figure 1 it appears that there is not much difference

among the ranked stock growth rates, so (C.3) implies that the portfolio’s expected average

growth component should be about the same for all näıve portfolios.
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RETURN AND LOG-RETURN
Let X(t) represent the price of a stock at time t. The standard 
continuous-time model for the behavior of this price is an Itô 
process that satisfies

Appendices

A The dynamics of arithmetic return and log-return

Let X(t) represent the price of a stock at time t. The standard continuous-time model for

the behavior of this price is an Itô process that satisfies

dX(t)

X(t)
= α(t)dt+ σ(t)dW (t),

where α(t) is the rate of return process of X at time t, σ2(t) > 0 is the variance rate process,

and W is a Brownian motion process. For simplicity we assume that σ2(t) is bounded.

With X as above, Itô’s rule (see Karatzas and Shreve (1991)) implies that

d logX(t) =
dX(t)

X(t)
− 1

2
σ2(t)dt

=
(
α(t)− 1

2
σ2(t)

)
dt+ σ(t) dW (t)

= γ(t) dt+ σ(t) dW (t).

The process γ(t) = α(t)− 1

2
σ2(t) is called the growth rate process (see Fernholz and Shay

(1982)) or the log-return process of X. This explains the display in Section 3.

Under mild regularity conditions it can be shown that

lim
T→∞

1

T

(
logX(T )−

∫ T

0

γ(t)dt
)
= 0, a.s.

This confirms the claim made in Section 2 that logarithmic return is an unbiased estimator

of long-term growth. Moreover, the fact that γ(t) ≤ α(t) is consistent with the fact that

logarithmic return ≤ arithmetic return.

B Portfolio return and log-return – the mathematics

In this appendix, we provide the mathematical formulas for the statements in Section 3.

Suppose we have stocks X1, . . . , Xn and a portfolio π with weights π1(t)+ · · ·+πn(t) = 1

and value Zπ(t) at time t. Then the portfolio return satisfies

dZπ(t)

Zπ(t)
=

n∑
i=1

πi(t)
dXi(t)

Xi(t)
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This confirms the claim made in “A Review of Some Basic 
Concepts” above that logarithmic return is an unbiased estimator 
of long-term performance. Moreover, the fact that γ(t) ≤ α(t) is 
consistent with the fact that logarithmic return ≤ arithmetic return.

APPENDIX B: PORTFOLIO RETURN AND 
LOG-RETURN—THE MATHEMATICS
Below are the mathematical formulas for the statements in “The 
Relationship between Return and Log-Return” section.

Suppose we have stocks X1, .… , Xn and a portfolio π with 
weights π1(t) + . . . + πn(t) = 1 and value Zπ(t) at time t. Then 
the portfolio return satisfies
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according to Markowitz (1952). The analogous equation for the 
portfolio log-return is 

(B.1)

according to Markowitz (1952). The analogous equation for the portfolio log-return is

d logZπ(t) =
n∑

i=1

πi(t)d logXi(t) + γ∗
π(t)dt, (B.1)

where γ∗
π(t) denotes the excess growth rate (EGR) process of the portfolio. More precisely,

if we denote the portfolio variance rate process by σ2
π(t), then we have

d logZπ(t) =
dZπ(t)

Zπ(t)
− 1

2
σ2
π(t)dt

=
n∑

i=1

πi(t)
dXi(t)

Xi(t)
− 1

2
σ2
π(t)dt

=
n∑

i=1

πi(t)
(
d logXi(t) +

1

2
σ2
i (t) dt

)
− 1

2
σ2
π(t)dt

=
n∑

i=1

πi(t)d logXi(t) +
1

2

( n∑
i=1

πi(t)σ
2
i (t)− σ2

π(t)
)
dt

=
n∑

i=1

πi(t)d logXi(t) + γ∗
π(t)dt;

hence

γ∗
π(t) =

1

2

( n∑
i=1

πi(t)σ
2
i (t)− σ2

π(t)
)
. (B.2)

This equality corresponds to the last display in Section 3.

C Estimation of expected portfolio log-return with a

rank-based stock analysis – the mathematics

We shall use the notation of Appendix B. For the interval [0, T ], (B.1) yields

portfolio log-return =

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

πi(t) d logXi(t) +

∫ T

0

γ∗
π(t)dt = Aπ(T ) + Γπ(T )

where

Aπ(T ) =

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

πi(t) d logXi(t)

is called the average growth component, representing the weighted average growth rate of

the stocks in the portfolio, and

Γπ(T ) =

∫ T

0

γ∗
π(t)dt

14

where γπ∗(t) denotes the excess growth rate (EGR) process of the 
portfolio. More precisely, if we denote the portfolio variance 
rate process by σπ2(t), then we have 
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For computing the Sharpe ratio in table 1 and the necessary 
excess returns, we used the one-year U.S. Treasury yields, pub-
licly available on https://www.federalreserve.gov/ pubs/feds/ 
2006/200628/200628abs.html; see also Gürkaynak et al. (2007). 

ENDNOTES
 1.  Mathematically, these inequalities can be proven via an application of 

Jensen’s inequality.
 2. For a more detailed discussion and derivation of this relationship, see 

appendix A.
 3. For a more mathematical discussion of these results, see appendix B.
 4. For a more mathematical discussion of these procedure, see 

appendix c.
 5. To see this, consider a market with two stocks with relative market 

capitalizations µ and ν, where ν < µ and µ + ν = 1. Then ν2 < µν; hence 
the large-overweighted strategy puts the proportion 

talization.

2. Equal-weighted (EW): weight of each stock = 1/1000.

3. Large-overweighted (LO): stock weights proportional to the square of their market

capitalization.

4. Random-weighted (RW): weights proportional to [0, 1]–uniformly distributed ran-

dom variables.

5. Inverse-random-weighted (IRW): weights proportional to the reciprocals of [0, 1]–

uniformly distributed random variables.

All weights are always normalized to sum to 1.

The capitalization-weighted strategy corresponds to holding the market.

The equal-weighted strategy splits the capital at the beginning of each one-year period

equally among whatever the top 1000 names are at that point in time.

The large-overweighted strategy is not tested by Arnott et al. (2013). This strategy

puts a higher proportion than the index into the larger stocks and a smaller proportion into

the smaller stocks.5 This portfolio is even less diversified than the capitalization-weighted

portfolio, and according to our thesis we would therefore expect it to underperform the

market, that is to say, to have negative excess return by virtue of its lower excess growth

component.

The random-weighted and inverse-random-weighted strategies are our version of the

‘monkey’ and ‘upside-down’ portfolios in Arnott et al. (2013).

To avoid exposure to random draws we simulate 1000 such portfolios and report the

median values in Table 1 below.

Each of the five columns in the table corresponds to one of the five strategies described

above. We show the total logarithmic return for each strategy, and then decompose the

total return into the two components we have discussed extensively in this paper: the average

growth component and the excess growth component. In all cases we show both the absolute

values as well as the relative values compared to those of the cap-weighted portfolio. Finally

5To see this, consider a market with two stocks with relative market capitalizations µ and ν, where ν < µ

and µ+ ν = 1. Then ν2 < µν; hence the large-overweighted strategy puts the proportion

µ2

µ2 + ν2
>

µ2

µ2 + µν
=

µ

µ+ ν
= µ

of the wealth into the larger stock.

10

  of the wealth into the larger stock.
 6. The excess growth rate is computed directly, by using the last  

display in the "portfolio Return and log-Return" section, or, alter-
natively (B.2). This requires computing the covariance matrix of the 
ranked stocks’ returns. Alternatively, the excess growth component 
could be computed by using the first display in the "portfolio Return 
and log-Return" section. if the covariance matrix is calculated 
accurately, which is difficult to do, then these two valuations will  
be about the same. As the reader can check, these alternative  
ways of computing the values do not change the qualitative conclusion 
that the excess growth components explain most of the differences  
in the log-returns.

 7. For the random-weighted and inverse-random-weighted strategies, 
table 1 reports only the median values of 1,000 experiments. let 
us provide here some more values. The 10th and 90th percentile of 
the obtained average growth component values are 5.61 and 5.68, 
and 5.05 and 6.27, respectively. correspondingly, the 10th and 90th 
percentile of the obtained excess growth component values are 5.81 
and 5.82, and 5.13 and 5.23, respectively. For the sharpe ratios, the 
10th and 90th percentile of the obtained values are 0.38 and 0.38, and 
0.29 and 0.35, respectively.

   Any typical experiment involving random weights would provide 
average and excess growth components that are different from the 
equally weighted ones. however, table 1 reports the median values of 
many experiments, and these median values turn out to be close to 
the equally weighted ones.
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the weight πi(t) and the return on the weight d logXi(t) should be independent. If this were
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among the ranked stock growth rates, so (C.3) implies that the portfolio’s expected average
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average growth component over the period studied. Indeed,

is called the excess growth component.

To describe the rank-based method mathematically, used to determine the value of the

average growth component, let rt(i) be the rank of Xi(t). That is, if i corresponds to the

company with the largest capitalization at time t, then rt(i) = 1. Similarly, if i is the k-

largest company at time t, we have rt(i) = k. This notation allows us to define the average

rank-based growth rates gk over [0, T ] by

gk =
1

T

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

1{rt(i)=k}d logXi(t). (C.1)

In a stable system the time-averaged value is equal to the expected value, so that

E
[
d logXi(t)

∣∣rt(i) = k
]
= gkdt,

or

E
[
d logXi(t)

]
= E

[
grt(i)]dt.

The definition in (C.1) can be used directly to estimate the values of the gk, and these

estimated values for the period from 1964 to 2012 appear in Figure 1 above.

Since the values seem to be roughly the same we shall assume, for the moment, that

gk = g, which then yields

E
[
d logXi(t)

]
= gdt.

We can now use these values of gk to estimate the expected average growth component

over the period studied. Indeed,

E
[
Aπ(T )

]
= E

[∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

πi(t)d logXi(t)

]

=

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

E
[
πi(t)d logXi(t)

]

�
∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

E
[
πi(t)

]
E
[
d logXi(t)

]
(C.2)

=

∫ T

0

n∑
i=1

E
[
πi(t)

]
gdt, (C.3)
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where the approximate equality in (C.2) is justified by the fact 
that π is naïve, and hence the weight πi(t) and the return on the 
weight d log Xi(t) should be independent. If this were a portfo-
lio constructed by a skilled stock picker, then we would expect 
a positive correlation between these two quantities. From 
figure 1 it appears that there is not much difference among the 
ranked stock growth rates, so (C.3) implies that the portfolio’s 
expected average growth component should be about the same 
for all naïve portfolios.

APPENDIX D: DATA SOURCES
The stock price data for the figures and the backtesting of  
the strategies are provided by CRSP. In order to be as close  
as possible to the experimental setup of Arnott et al. (2013),  
we use data only from 1964 to 2012. However, we have tested 
all results with data up to 2017, and they are robust.

There are two returns of -100 percent in the dataset. For  
compiling figures 1 and 2 and for computing Aπ in table 1, 
these two returns are changed to -95 percent. Otherwise,  
the corresponding log-returns would be -∞ and the corre-
sponding ranks would not have finite sample averages and  
variances. The results are robust with respect to the choice  
of the number -95 percent; other choices would lead to basi-
cally the same results.

For a few data points, returns were missing due to incomplete 
delisting information. We tested the results with different 
inputs, and the results were robust.

 (C.3)

 (C.2) 
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